










3There ce:-.ai.u!v a.re clearh- conservative elements 
in Je\dsh .:radi2ons. But they don·t undermine the 
possibility o; = ovc::a:� progressirn interpretation. 
Morem·e: ±e- no;:ip:ogressirn features can be used as 
object lesso::- i:: ·,\ ha: needs to be overcome. Tradi
tional Je\\ish pat:ia.--c.by. £or instance. can be a vivid 
example o; ;.be bjus::ices of sexism. and the possi
bility of cha::£:n2 h. There ham been a number of 
efforts to !!iw ;be-idea of ··choseness·· a universalist 
meaning. The mode:n Reform mornment stresses the 
uniYersa!ist in;erpre;.ai:ion - there is nothing special 
about Jews beyond their \\illingness to bear God's 
message. a \,illingness any person can participate 
in. Reconstruc:.ionists. in their 1945 Sabbath Prayer 
Book. seem to han� despaired of gi\·ing a universal
ist hdst to the doctrine and decided to abandon it. 

•Mishna Sanhecl-in .;:5.

5Of course. an indhidual"s particular interest. even an
important one. can be ultimately irreconcilable with
the community·s interest. :\s a guilty murderer. it may
be in my interest m harn a corrupt jury that would
be open to bribes. But indhiduaJism isn't in the least
ad\'anced by corrupt juries. \\·hereas the right to a
fair trial and the presumption of innocence do serve
indi\·iduals as indhiduals. It is these sort of "generic
indhiduar· interests ,rhich I claim are completely
compatible \\ith the community·s interests. But while

I remain hopeful about the ultimate reconcilability 
of generic-individual interests and communal inter
ests, I recognize that the vagueness of the distinction 
between generic and particular interests, combined 
with our always imperfect social knowledge, will 
forever require compromises. Reasonable members 
of a sane society will always need to be prepared to 
settle for less than they want or feel they deserve, but 
the settling shouldn't end the continuing quest to find 
a solution that makes everyone happy. 

"Although hermits might realize some human good 
outside of a community, it is arguable that even that 
good is parnsitic on the existence of social life. The 
hermit had to learn the values and techniques of a 
reclusive ideal somewhere, not to mention the basic 
knm,vledge needed even for reclusive survival. In 
any event, neither traditional Jewish nor progressive 
thought values the recluse focused exclusively on 
her own spiritual well-being, uninvolved with the 
world. There is no Jewish or progressive good life 
outside of social life. 

7This is not to say that individual or community 
"rights" falsely conceived (e.g., the right of an indi
vidual to own a factory or the right of a community 
to hear only the majority language spoken) might not 
come into conflict with each other or with genuine 
human interests. 
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